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Abstract—Traditional model-based image reconstruction
(MBIR) methods combine forward and noise models with
simple object priors. Recent machine learning methods for
image reconstruction typically involve supervised learning or
unsupervised learning, both of which have their advantages and
disadvantages. In this work, we propose a unified supervised-
unsupervised (SUPER) learning framework for X-ray computed
tomography (CT) image reconstruction. The proposed learning
formulation combines both unsupervised learning-based priors
(or even simple analytical priors) together with (supervised)
deep network-based priors in a unified MBIR framework
based on a fixed point iteration analysis. The proposed training
algorithm is also an approximate scheme for a bilevel supervised
training optimization problem, wherein the network-based
regularizer in the lower-level MBIR problem is optimized using
an upper-level reconstruction loss. The training problem is
optimized by alternating between updating the network weights
and iteratively updating the reconstructions based on those
weights. We demonstrate the learned SUPER models’ efficacy
for low-dose CT image reconstruction, for which we use the
NIH AAPM Mayo Clinic Low Dose CT Grand Challenge
dataset for training and testing. In our experiments, we studied
different combinations of supervised deep network priors and
unsupervised learning-based or analytical priors. Both numerical
and visual results show the superiority of the proposed unified
SUPER methods over standalone supervised learning-based
methods, iterative MBIR methods, and variations of SUPER
obtained via ablation studies. We also show that the proposed
algorithm converges rapidly in practice.
Index Terms—Low-dose X-ray CT, image reconstruction, deep
learning, transform learning, iterative reconstruction, mixture of
priors, fixed point iteration, bilevel optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
X-ray computed tomography (CT) image reconstruction is
a fundamental process in medical imaging. It generates latent
anatomical images from measurements (i.e., sinograms), that
do not directly reflect anatomical features. Similar to other
medical imaging modalities, X-ray CT image reconstruction is
often formulated as an inverse problem, which can be solved
by analytical methods, or iterative optimization algorithms for
model-based image reconstruction problems. More recently,
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deep learning methods have also been used for CT recon-
struction [1], [2]. In this section, we first review existing image
reconstruction methods, and then propose a unified framework
combining model-based image reconstruction and supervised
and unsupervised machine learning priors. Although we focus
on X-ray CT image reconstruction in this paper, our proposed
method can be easily adapted for other imaging modalities.
A. Background
Analytical methods for X-ray CT image reconstruction such
as the filtered backprojection (FBP) method [3], [4], often in-
volve short reconstruction times but have poor noise-resolution
trade-offs when dealing with incomplete or degraded measure-
ment data, e.g., sparse-view or low-dose sinogram data.
More sophisticated iterative algorithms have also been de-
veloped for image reconstruction. They are often referred
to as model-based image reconstruction (MBIR) methods,
as they iteratively optimize a cost function that incorporates
imaging physics, statistical model of measurements, and prior
knowledge of the unknown object. Classical MBIR methods
solve a penalized weighted-least squares (PWLS) problem,
where a weighted quadratic data-fidelity term captures the
imaging forward model and measurement statistics, and a
penalty term (a.k.a. regularizer) models prior information
about the object [5]–[7]. Designing effective regularizers is im-
portant for achieving good image reconstruction quality. Many
hand-crafted priors such as the edge-preserving regularizer
efficiently improve the reconstruction quality over analytical
methods [8]. In the recent decade, the access to large amounts
of published medical images has led to the incorporation of
data-driven priors into PWLS costs, which further improve im-
age reconstruction quality, especially when the measurement
data is heavily degraded. Typical examples include prior image
constrained compressive sensing priors [9]–[11], dictionary
learning-based priors [12], and sparsifying transform learning-
based priors [13]. Dictionary learning methods learn sparse
representations of training data, so that an image or its
patches can be represented by a sparse linear combination of
the learned dictionary’s columns. Estimating optimal sparse
representations of patches with learned dictionaries can be
an NP-hard problem with often expensive algorithms. On
the other hand, sparsifying transform learning methods are
designed to sparsely approximate transformed signals, wherein
the sparse (transform domain) coefficients can be exactly and
efficiently obtained by simple hard-thresholding [14]. Various
types of sparsifying transform learning approaches have shown
success in image reconstruction problems, including doubly-
sparse transforms [15], unions of transforms [13], [16], and
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2filterbank models [17].
In the past few years, deep learning methods have also
been gaining popularity for medical image reconstruction.
Depending on whether the training relies on paired data (low-
dose and corresponding regular-dose CT data) or not, deep
learning methods can be roughly categorized into supervised
learning and unsupervised learning-based methods. Supervised
learning-based image reconstruction methods use the paired
data to learn deep neural network mappings that regress low-
quality inputs to high-quality outputs.
A typical class of supervised learning methods work in the
image domain, with both inputs and outputs of the network
being images. For example, a residual encoder-decoder con-
volutional neural network (RED-CNN) framework that com-
bines the autoencoder, deconvolution network, and shortcut
connections was proposed for low-dose CT imaging [18].
Another U-Net based framework FBPConvNet [19] learns
a CNN that maps FBP reconstructed X-ray CT images to
suitable high-quality images. The WavResNet framework [20]
learns a CNN-based image mapping after transforming images
into the wavelet domain, where image features may be better
preserved. Image-domain learning methods do not directly
need raw measurement data, so they can be conveniently
deployed with existing imaging systems. However, not directly
exploiting the measurement data and imaging physics may
limit the ability of image-domain learning methods for recov-
ering missing or corrupted information in the measurement
domain.
In order to better exploit the measurement data, several
attempts have been made to exploit deep learning in the
measurement domain. For example, [21] proposes a neural net-
work to learn projection-domain weights in the FBP method.
However, the designed network does not include other compo-
nents in the FBP, such as ramp filtering and back-projection
operations. This idea was recently improved in [22], where
the designed neural network incorporates all fundamental steps
in FBP: filtering, back-projection, and image post-processing.
This method achieved competitive results with total variation
based PWLS methods and some image-domain deep learning-
based denoising methods. A drawback of the approach is that
network trained with data acquired with a specific imaging
geometry may not be suitable for reconstructing images with
other imaging geometries.
The third type of supervised learning methods exploit both
imaging physics and iterative image reconstruction methods
in the neural network architecture and learn the parameters of
simple unrolled model-based iterative algorithms. Examples
include unrolling the alternating direction method of multi-
pliers (ADMM) algorithm [23], primal-dual algorithms [24],
‘fields of experts’ (FoE)-based iterative algorithms [25], the
block coordinate descent algorithm [26]–[28], etc. The neural
network-based plug-and-play methods [29] also exploit this
strategy. However, the choice of algorithm to unroll is often
unclear and these methods do not attempt to explicitly learn
unified MBIR formulations.
In contrast to supervised methods, unsupervised learning-
based methods do not need paired training data. Typical
examples include iterative methods that use dictionary learn-
ing or sparsifying transform learning based priors, where
the dictionaries or transforms can be learned from unpaired
clean images. The generative adversarial network (GAN)
based methods form another important class of unsupervised
learning-based schemes. GAN-based approaches attempt to
generate target data by somehow minimizing the difference
between the probability distributions of the generator output
and the target data. While several recent works [30]–[32]
have applied GAN based methods to low-dose CT, it is still
challenging to avoid artificial features created by generators
in such GAN frameworks.
Both supervised learning and unsupervised learning have
their advantages. Often, supervised learning provides superior
results to unsupervised learning when there is a high similarity
between training and testing samples. However, supervised
learning methods also usually need large amounts of paired
data (to train complex networks), which is not always feasible
in medical imaging. Unsupervised learning methods involving
dictionaries or sparsifying transforms typically require rela-
tively small training sets, and may have better generalization
properties than supervised learning methods [16].
B. Contributions
In this paper, we present a unified reconstruction framework
combining supervised and unsupervised learning, and physics
and statistical models. We significantly extend our recent
preliminary conference work [33] in several aspects. First, we
develop a systematic and unified mathematical framework for
supervised-unsupervised (SUPER) training and reconstruction.
We use an MBIR formulation consisting of a data-fidelity
term incorporating forward models and statistical models, and
regularizer terms incorporating unsupervised learning-based
priors or simple analytical priors together with supervised deep
network priors. The deep network in the MBIR formulation
is trained in a supervised way with an alternating scheme to
approximate solutions to the corresponding challenging fixed
point iteration problem or a bilevel optimization problem. At
testing or reconstruction time, a similar MBIR optimization
is used with learned unified priors. In particular, we selected
the recent FBPConvNet [19] and WavResNet [20] as example
networks in our formulation that are learned in a supervised
manner. We then incorporate different analytical and unsuper-
vised learning-based priors in the proposed unified framework
including the nonadaptive edge-preserving regularizer and a
regularizer using a union of sparsifying transforms learned
from (unpaired) regular-dose images. Our experimental results
show that the proposed (unified) SUPER learning approaches
achieve much better image reconstruction quality in low-
dose CT than standalone deep learning methods and iterative
reconstruction schemes. In particular, combining both super-
vised and unsupervised learning in our framework leads to
the best reconstruction performance. Our results also show
the practical rapid convergence of the MBIR-based SUPER
reconstruction. Finally, we consider several special cases of
the SUPER model (akin to an ablation study) and demonstrate
the superior reconstruction performance of the general unified
approach compared to the special schemes.
3C. Organization
We organize the rest of this paper as follows. In Section
II, we describe the SUPER training and reconstruction formu-
lations, and interpret this model in detail. In Section III, we
develop the algorithms for the proposed problems. In Section
IV, we show experimental results with the proposed method,
compare results among various image reconstruction methods,
and study the proposed methods’ properties and behavior in
detail. Finally, we conclude in Section V.
II. PROPOSED MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATIONS
This section presents the general SUPER model along
with formulations for training the model and using it at
reconstruction time. The proposed approach could be useful
for a variety of imaging modalities. We provide interpretations
of our formulations, and give specific examples of SUPER
models for the low-dose CT application that is a focus of this
paper.
In the low-dose CT image reconstruction problem, the goal
is to reconstruct an image x ∈ RNp from its observed noisy
sinogram data y ∈ RNd , and we assume a given measurement
matrix or forward operator A ∈ RNd×Np .
A. Proposed Model
The main idea of the SUPER framework is to combine
supervised deep learning-based approaches with unsupervised
or iterative model-based reconstruction approaches. First, we
can state reconstruction with an image-domain deep network
learned in a supervised manner as
xˆθ(y) = Gθ(xˆ(y)), (1)
where xˆ(y) is a reconstructed image using a specific recon-
struction method. While the most common choice of method
for xˆ in the X-ray CT application is the filtered back projection
(FBP) [3], it would be reasonable to consider an iterative
method as well. Here, Gθ(·) denotes the (supervised) deep
network operator with parameters θ. Note that xˆ and therefore
xˆθ depend on the measurements, y.
On the other hand, a typical iterative reconstruction method
can be made to depend on the results of a trained deep model
via adding a penalty term to a usual MBIR cost as
xˆ(y) = argmin
x
L(Ax,y) + βR(x) + µ‖x− xˆθ(y)‖22, (2)
where xˆθ(y) is a fixed image (obtained with a pre-trained
network) when solving (2), L(Ax,y) and R(x) comprise the
data-fidelity term and an analytical or unsupervised learning-
based regularizer, and β and µ are non-negative weights
(scalars) that trade off between the data-fidelity term and the
regularizers.
Equations (1) and (2) show that the supervised network’s
reconstruction can depend on an iterative reconstruction and
vice-versa; our proposed approach is to complete the cycle, i.e.
substitute xˆθ in (1) into (2). Doing so leads to an expression
where the (unknown) reconstruction, xˆ(y), appears on both
the left and right hand side,
xˆ(y) = argmin
x
J(x,y) + µ‖x−Gθ(xˆ(y))‖22, (3)
where J(x,y) , L(Ax,y) + βR(x). Roughly speaking, (3)
seeks an image that is the solution to a regularized recon-
struction problem, but where a deep neural network applied
to the same image (solution) acts as a regularizer. In this
way, regularization effects from the iterative reconstruction
(involving R(x)) and from the deep network are combined.
We assume a unique global minimizer on the right hand side
of (3), else, we can replace ‘=’ with ‘∈’ therein.
While one could attempt to directly use (3) as a reconstruc-
tion method, computing xˆ(y) (to say nothing of training the
deep network) turns out to be very challenging. Instead, we
consider solving (3) via the fixed point iteration
xˆ
(l)
θ (y) = argmin
x
J(x,y) + µ‖x−Gθ
(
xˆ
(l−1)
θ (y)
)
‖22, (4)
where xˆ(l)θ (y) represents the reconstruction of the lth iteration
(l = 1, 2, · · · , L) based on the deep network weights θ,
loss J(x,y), and measurements y. The initial reconstruction
xˆ
(0)
θ (y) is set to some fixed function of the measurements, e.g.,
FBP. The opposite substitution, i.e., substituting (2) into (1),
leads to a similar fixed point, but with the opposite alternation
between the deep and iterative reconstructions.
We also found that sharing weights between these steps
decreased performance, so we learn a different set of su-
pervised weights at each step. Thus, the simplified SUPER
reconstruction framework is
xˆ
(l)
θ(l)
(y) = argmin
x
J(x,y) + µ‖x−Gθ(l)
(
xˆ
(l−1)
θ(l−1)(y)
)
‖22,
(P0)
where the final reconstruction is xˆ(L)
θ(L)
(y), and xˆ(0)
θ(0)
(y) =
xˆ(0)(y) is an initial reconstruction that does not depend on
a network. We can view the iterations in (P0) as layers in a
larger neural network; we call these “SUPER layers”.
B. SUPER Learning Formulation
The SUPER model includes a regularizer R(x) that can be
an analytical prior or based on unsupervised learning from
unpaired data (e.g., regular-dose images). On the other hand,
the network parameters in the deep network-based regularizer
are learned in a supervised manner from paired training data.
For this training process (referred to as SUPER learning),
we denote the paired low-dose and regular-dose (reference)
training images as {(xˆ(0)(yn),x∗n)}Nn=1, and the correspond-
ing low-dose sinograms (measurements) as {yn}Nn=1. To learn
the supervised weights in (P0), we take a greedy approach by
learning each θ(l) in sequence according to
θ(l) = argmin
θ
N∑
n=1
‖Gθ(l)
(
xˆ
(l−1)
θ(l−1)(yn)
)
− x∗n‖22, (P1)
for l = 1, 2, . . . , L. We solve the sequence of problems (P1)
by alternating between learning weights for the supervised
method and solving the iterative reconstruction problem (to
compute xˆ(l)
θ(l)
(yn)); we describe this approach in detail in
Section III-B.
Another perspective on this training approach is that it is a
heuristic for solving the following bilevel problem:
θ = argmin
θ
N∑
n=1
‖Gθ(xˆθ(yn))− x∗n‖22
s.t. xˆθ(yn) = argmin
x
J(x,yn) + µ‖x−Gθ(x)‖22.
(5)
4The problem is called bilevel because the network input
xˆθ(yn) in the main cost arises as the minimizer of another
(i.e., the lower-level) optimization problem. (P1) is an ap-
proximate alternating scheme for (5) that alternates between
updating θ in the upper level cost with fixed network inputs
(estimated reconstructions) and updating the network inputs
(reconstructions) according to the lower-level problems with
fixed network weights while also fixing the network inputs (in
the supervised penalty) in the lower-level problems. We can
interpret (5) as learning part of the regularizer of an MBIR
problem (involving the network Gθ) in a supervised manner.
C. SUPER Reconstruction Formulation
With the trained supervised network parameters {θ(l)} for
l = 1, 2, · · · , L, the reconstruction (or testing) step becomes
optimizing the MBIR formulation constructed in (P0) in every
SUPER layer to obtain the final layer reconstruction xˆ(L)
θ(L)
(y).
D. Examples of SUPER Modeling
The SUPER framework is flexible, and allows incorporat-
ing various deep networks Gθ(·) in the supervised network-
based regularizer and various unsupervised regularizers R(·).
In this work, we focus on studying some examples of the
SUPER model. For the supervised component, we choose
the recent FBPConvNet (FCN) [19] and the (feed-forward
version of) WavResNet (WRN) [20]. For the regularizer R(·),
we study both a non-adaptive and an unsupervised learning-
based one, namely the non-adaptive edge-preserving (EP)
regularizer, and a state-of-the-art union of learned sparsifying
transforms (ULTRA) [34] regularizer. The union of transforms
is learned in an unsupervised manner from a set of (unpaired)
regular-dose images. We refer to the resulting SUPER models
as SUPER-FCN-EP, SUPER-FCN-ULTRA, SUPER-WRN-EP,
and SUPER-WRN-ULTRA, respectively. For simplicity, we
refer to any regularizer R(·) that is not learned in a supervised
manner as an unsupervised regularizer. In the following, we
further describe the models chosen above.
1) Supervised Networks
We work with FBPConvNet and WavResNet, both of which
are CNN-based image-domain denoising architectures. FBP-
ConvNet was originally designed for sparse-view CT, while we
applied it to the low-dose CT case; it is a U-Net like CNN and
we took low-dose FBP images as input. The neural network
is trained so that the denoised versions of the input images
closely match the high-quality reference images. Traditional
U-Net uses a multilevel decomposition, and a dyadic scale
decomposition based on max pooling. Similar to U-Net, FBP-
ConvNet adopts multichannel filters to increase the capacity
of the network.
WavResNet is an interpretable framelet-based denoising
neural network that employs contourlet transforms, a concate-
nation layer, and a skip connection. Contourlet transforms
increase the input data size according to the number of
transform levels, which can create memory bottlenecks during
training. Hence, a patch-based training strategy is adopted.
WavResNet can be applied either with a feed-forward scheme
or a recursive scheme [20]. We chose the feed-forward scheme
in this paper.
2) Unsupervised MBIR Components
We adopt the weighted-least squares (WLS) data-fidelity
term L(Ax,y) = ‖y −Ax‖2W, where W ∈ RNd×Nd is
a diagonal weighting matrix whose diagonal elements are
the estimated inverse variance of yi [6]. For the regular-
izer R(x), we adopt a traditional EP regularizer REP and
a state-of-the-art ULTRA regularizer RULTRA. For the EP
regularizer, REP(x) =
∑Np
j=1
∑
k∈Nj κjκkϕ(xj − xk), where
Nj is the size of the neighborhood, xj is the jth pixel of
x, κj and κk are analytically determined weights that en-
courage resolution uniformity [35], and the potential function
ϕ(t) , δ2(|t/δ| − log(1 + |t/δ|)) with δ > 0 being the EP
parameter.
PWLS-ULTRA pre-learns a union of sparsifying transforms
from image patches. With the pre-learned transforms {Ωk},
the regularizer RULTRA(x) for image reconstruction is
min
{zj ,Ck}
K∑
k=1
∑
j∈Ck
τj
{‖ΩkPjx− zj‖22 + γ2‖zj‖0} , (6)
where the operator Pj ∈ Rm×Np extracts the jth patch of
size
√
m × √m from x, vector zj ∈ Rm denotes the sparse
coefficients for the jth image patch, {τj} are patch-based
weights to encourage uniform spatial resolution or uniform
noise in the reconstructed images [13], and γ is a parameter
controlling sparsity in the model.
E. Discussion of the SUPER Framework
Having described the SUPER Framework, we now de-
scribe a few of its conceptual advantages. SUPER unifies
several distinct models—a supervised learning-based model,
an unsupervised (iterative) model, a physics-based forward
model, and a statistical model of measurements and noise—in
a common MBIR-type framework. This combination affords
training algorithms based on SUPER extra flexibility: the
supervised part can benefit from paired training data (e.g., low-
dose and corresponding regular-dose images/measurements),
while the unsupervised part, e.g., based on ULTRA, can use
a few regular-dose training images without corresponding
measurements. And, because of the physics-based forward
models and statistical models, the algorithm can perform well
even when training data of any kind is scarce. The relative
importance of each of these models can be tuned simply by
adjusting the corresponding scalar parameter.
Our training approach (P1) can also be viewed as optimiza-
tion that alternates between two different modules, i.e., the
supervised module and the unsupervised (iterative) module.
While the supervised module involves layer-wise neural net-
work weights to effectively remove noise and artifacts, the
unsupervised module could substantially optimize each image
by incorporating various physical and image properties.
III. ALGORITHMS
This section describes the algorithms to solve the training
and reconstruction optimization problems in Section II. We
first briefly introduce the unsupervised learning of a union of
transforms [13] and then describe the proposed methods.
5A. Learning a Union of Sparsifying Transforms
We pre-learn a union of transforms {Ωk}Kk=1 to effectively
group and sparsify a training set of image patches by solving
min
{Ωk,Zi, Ck}
K∑
k=1
∑
i∈Ck
{‖ΩkXi − Zi‖22 + η2‖Zi‖0}
+
K∑
k=1
λkQ(Ωk), s.t. {Ck} ∈ G.
(7)
where Xi ∈ Rm denotes the ith vectorized (overlapping)
image patch extracted from training images, Zi ∈ Rm is the
corresponding transform-domain sparse approximation (with
sparsity measured using the `0 “norm” that counts the number
of nonzeros in a vector), parameter K denotes the number of
clusters, Ck denotes the indices of all the patches matched
to the kth transform, and the set G is the set of all possible
partitions of {1, 2, . . . , N ′} into K disjoint subsets, with N ′
denoting the total number of patches. We use K regularizers
Q(Ωk) = ‖Ωk‖2F − log |detΩk|, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, which
control the properties of each transform Ωk, and prevent trivial
solutions (e.g., matrices with zero or repeated rows). We set
the weights λk = λ0
∑
i∈Ck ‖Xi‖22, where λ0 is a constant
[13]. We adopt an alternating algorithm for (7) that alternates
between a transform update step (solving for {Ωk}) and a
sparse coding and clustering step (solving for {Zi, Ck}),
with closed-form solutions in each step [34]. As a patch-based
unsupervised learning method, ULTRA typically only needs a
few regular-dose training images to learn rich features.
B. SUPER Training and Reconstruction Algorithms
As stated in Section II, we train a sequence of supervised
network parameters {θ(l)}Ll=1 by alternating between optimiz-
ing (P1) in a supervised manner to get θ(l) and optimizing (P0)
with iterative algorithms to obtain xˆ(l)
θ(l)
(y). When updating
the network parameters, the network inputs are fixed to the
most recent iterative reconstructions. Specifically, training θ(l)
in a single (lth) SUPER layer coincides with a conventional
network training problem which can be solved by stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) algorithms or Adam [36].
In updating xˆ(l)
θ(l)
(y), we adopt the relaxed LALM [37]
algorithm for both EP based and ULTRA based SUPER
reconstruction costs. Particularly, when using the ULTRA
regularizer, we alternate several times between updating x
and {zj , Ck}. In the image (x) update step, we fix the sparse
coefficients {zj} and cluster assignments {Ck} and solve
xˆ
(l)
θ(l)
(y) = argmin
x
‖y −Ax‖2Wn+
β
K∑
k=1
∑
j∈Ck
τj
{‖ΩkPjx− zj‖22}+ µ‖x−Gθ(l)(xˆ(l−1)θ(l−1)(y))‖22,
via the efficient relaxed LALM algorithm [37]. The initial
image in the image update step of each SUPER layer is
Gθ(l)(xˆ
(l−1)
θ(l−1)(y)). We then fix the updated x and jointly
optimize {zj} and {Ck} (sparse coding and clustering step).
In the resulting subproblem, the sparse vectors zj can be
replaced with their optimal values zj = Hγ(ΩkPjx) in the
cost, where Hγ(·) is a hard-thresholding function that sets
vector elements with magnitudes smaller than γ to 0, and
leaves other entries unchanged. The optimal clustering is then
obtained patch-wise as
kˆj = argmin
1≤k≤K
‖ΩkPjx−Hγ(ΩkPjx)‖22 + γ2‖Hγ(ΩkPjx)‖0,
and the corresponding optimal sparse coefficients are
zˆj = Hγ(ΩkˆjPjx) [13].
The SUPER learning algorithm based on (P1) is illustrated
in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 SUPER Training Algorithm
Input:
1: N pairs of low-dose FBP images and corresponding regular-
dose reference images {(xˆ(0)
θ(0)
(yn),x
∗
n)}Nn=1;
2: Low-dose sinograms yn and weights Wn, ∀n;
3: Unsupervised (iterative) module regularizer R, e.g., REP or
RULTRA;
4: number of SUPER training layers L, number of unsuper-
vised (iterative) module iterations I , and number of inner
iterations P (P is only used with RULTRA, and denotes the
number of inner iterations in the image update step).
Output: A set of layer-wise supervised (deep) model param-
eters {θ(l)}Ll=1.
1: for l = 1, 2, · · · , L do
2: (1) update θ(l) : with fixed input {xˆ(l−1)
θ(l−1)(yn)}Nn=1,
optimize (P1) with SGD or Adam [36] to obtain θ(l);
3: (2) update xˆ(l)
θ(l)
(yn): a) apply the updated net-
work Gθ(l)(·) to the previous layer reconstructions
{xˆ(l−1)
θ(l−1)(yn)}Nn=1, i.e., obtain each Gθ(l)(xˆ
(l−1)
θ(l−1)(yn));
4: b) update each image xˆ(l)
θ(l)
(yn) by optimizing the
PWLS cost in (P0) with Gθ(l)(xˆ
(l−1)
θ(l−1)(yn)) as the initial
image, and using I iterations of the relaxed LALM algo-
rithm [37] for REP based cost, or I alternations and P inner
iterations (with the relaxed LALM algorithm) for RULTRA
based cost [13].
5: end for
The SUPER reconstruction algorithm in each single (lth)
SUPER layer is the same as that for updating xˆ(l)
θ(l)
(y) in the
training, while using the trained θ(l) for the supervised penalty
term.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we first describe the experimental setup,
training procedures, and evaluation metrics. Then, we present
the results for SUPER learning with different combinations
of supervised and unsupervised components, and compare
these results with multiple standalone supervised and iterative
methods from the literature. Finally, we present several exper-
iments to explore how the SUPER model works, including
analysis of the impact of the supervised and unsupervised
components in SUPER on the reconstruction performance and
the convergence behavior of the proposed algorithms.
A. Experimental Setup
1) Data and Imaging system
We used Mayo Clinics dataset established for “the 2016
NIH-AAPM-Mayo Clinic Low Dose CT Grand Challenge”
[38] in our experiments. We randomly selected 520 slices from
6data (of 3 mm thickness) for six out of ten patients, from which
500 slices were used for training and 20 slices were used for
validation. We tested on 20 slices that were randomly extracted
from the remaining four patients’ data. We simulated low-dose
CT sinograms y from the provided regular-dose images x∗
using the Poisson-Gaussian noise model [16], [39]:
yi = − log
(
I−10 max
(
Poisson{I0e−[Ax∗]i}+N{0, σ2}, 
))
,
where the number of incident photons per ray is I0 = 104, the
Gaussian noise variance is σ2 = 25, and  is a small positive
number to avoid negative measurement data when taking
the logarithm. We used the Michigan Image Reconstruction
Toolbox1 to construct fan-beam CT geometry with 736 detec-
tors × 1152 regularly spaced projection views, and a no-scatter
monoenergetic source. The width of each detector column is
1.2858 mm, the source to detector distance is 1085.6 mm,
and the source to rotation center distance is 595 mm. We
reconstruct images of size 512×512 with the pixel size being
0.69 mm × 0.69 mm.
2) Parameter Settings for Proposed and Compared Methods
In the SUPER model, we adopted two architectures for
the deep network, namely FBPConvNet [19] and WavResNet
[20]. Specifically, during SUPER training, we ran 4 epochs
(over the training set) of the SGD optimizer for the FBP-
ConvNet module in each SUPER layer to reduce overfitting
risks. For the WavResNet case, we chose the faster feed-
forward neural network architecture in [20] and employed
contourlet transforms with 15 channels on input images.
We used 256 × 256 × 15 wavelet domain patches to train
WavResNet. During SUPER training, we ran 50 epochs of the
SGD optimizer to update the WavResNet weights each time
to capture sufficient wavelet domain features. The SUPER
models with both WavResNet and FBPConvNet networks
were trained with batch size 1 in each SUPER layer. When
running iterative reconstruction methods in our algorithms, we
used 20 iterations (each time) of the iterative algorithms for
the EP regularization case, and 20 alternations with 5 inner
iterations (each time) for the ULTRA regularization case. For
the EP regularizer, we set δ = 20 and regularization parameter
β = 215; for the ULTRA regularizer, we pre-learned a union of
5 sparsifying transforms using 12 slices (which were included
in the 500 training slices) of regular-dose CT images, and set
the regularization parameters β = 5× 103 and γ = 20 during
training and reconstruction. Since the parameter µ controls the
balance between the supervised and unsupervised modules in
our formulation, we empirically set µ as 5× 104 and 5× 105
for EP and ULTRA based SUPER methods, respectively.
We compared our proposed model with the standalone
supervised methods, i.e., FBPConvNet and WavResNet, and
standalone unsupervised methods, i.e., PWLS methods with
EP regularizer (PWLS-EP) and ULTRA regularizer (PWLS-
ULTRA), respectively. We ran 100 epochs and 200 epochs
of SGD for training standalone FBPConvNet and WavResNet
respectively, to sufficiently learn image features with low
overfitting risks (also evaluated on validation data). For the
1Jeffrey A Fessler, available at http://web.eecs.umich.edu/∼fessler/irt/irt.
standalone PWLS-EP iterative approach, we set β = 216 and
δ = 20, and ran 100 iterations of relaxed LALM algorithm
[37] to obtain convergent images. For the standalone PWLS-
ULTRA method, we set β = 104 and γ = 25, and ran 1000
alternations between the image update step (with 5 relaxed
LALM iterations), and sparse coding and clustering step.
All methods used the FBP reconstruction as initialization or
network input.
3) Evaluation metrics
We chose root mean square error (RMSE), signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), and structural similarity index measure (SSIM)
[12] to quantitatively evaluate the performance of reconstruc-
tion methods. The RMSE in Hounsfield units (HU) is defined
as RMSE =
√∑Np
j=1(xˆj − x∗j )2/Np, where x∗j is the jth pixel
of the reference regular-dose image x∗, xˆj is the jth pixel of
the reconstructed image xˆ, and Np is the number of pixels. The
SNR in decibels (dB) is defined as SNR = 10 log10
‖x∗‖2
‖xˆ−x∗‖2 .
B. Numerical Results and Comparisons
Fig. 1 shows box plots of RMSE values of (test) re-
constructions with PWLS-EP, PWLS-ULTRA, the standalone
feed-forward version of WavResNet, SUPER method with
WavResNet (supervised part) and EP regularization (SUPER-
WRN-EP), SUPER method with WavResNet and ULTRA reg-
ularization (SUPER-WRN-ULTRA), the standalone FBPCon-
vNet, SUPER method with FBPConvNet and EP regularization
(SUPER-FCN-EP), and SUPER method with FBPConvNet
and ULTRA regularization (SUPER-FCN-ULTRA). From this
figure, we observe that the proposed SUPER methods, namely
SUPER-WRN-EP, SUPER-WRN-ULTRA, SUPER-FCN-EP
and SUPER-FCN-ULTRA, decrease RMSE values dramati-
cally in test slices compared to standalone iterative or deep
learning methods such as PWLS-EP, PWLS-ULTRA, WavRes-
Net, and FBPConvNet. Specifically, SUPER methods can
effectively handle highly corrupted scans for which either
the standalone supervised methods or unsupervised methods
may have limited performance. For example, the SUPER
methods further reduce the RMSE of the most corrupted (FBP)
image (slice 150 from patient L067) by approximately 35 HU
compared with the standalone PWLS-EP or PWLS-ULTRA
method; the RMSE value is around 20 HU lower than the result
using the feed-forwarded WavResNet method, and 6 HU lower
than using the FBPConvNet scheme. The reconstructions of
this most corrupted test image using different methods are
shown in the supplement (Fig. 10). It is also obvious from
Fig. 1 that the methods exploiting SUPER learning reduce the
interquartile ranges and shrink the gap between the maximum
and minimum RMSE values. This indicates the robustness of
the proposed schemes and their generalization for reconstruct-
ing images with various noise or artifacts levels. The SNR and
SSIM comparisons also reflect the robustness of the proposed
schemes. We show the box plots for these two metrics in the
supplement (Figs. 7 and 8).
The proposed methods are also robust to the choices of
the supervised and unsupervised/analytical parts. For example,
the reconstruction performance of supervised learning schemes
may be affected by the network architecture, number of
training samples, hyper parameter tuning, etc. In our exper-
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Fig. 1: RMSE spread (shown using box plots) over 20 test
cases using different methods. Here, “wrn” stands for WavRes-
Net, “fcn” stands for FBPConvNet. Each box plot for a method
describes the statistics of RMSE values over the 20 test slices:
the central red line indicates the median; the bottom and top
edges of the boxes indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, re-
spectively; and the whiskers represent the extreme values. The
proposed SUPER combination outperforms both its supervised
and unsupervised counterpart.
TABLE I: Mean metrics of reconstructions of 20 test slices.
Method RMSE (HU) SNR (dB) SSIM
FBP 128.8 16.7 0.347
PWLS-EP 41.4 25.4 0.673
PWLS-ULTRA 32.4 27.8 0.716
WavResNet 35.3 27.1 0.646
SUPER-WRN-EP 26.7 29.1 0.738
SUPER-WRN-ULTRA 25.4 29.5 0.744
FBPConvNet 29.2 28.2 0.688
SUPER-FCN-EP 26.0 29.3 0.740
SUPER-FCN-ULTRA 25.0 29.7 0.748
iments, we used two distinct networks learned in a supervised
manner, WavResNet [20] and FBPConvNet [19]. Although the
performance of WavResNet is worse than FBPConvNet due to
the architecture differences (and possibly the somewhat limited
training data), the proposed SUPER methods based on these
two methods have comparable reconstruction metrics. Among
the unsupervised learning or analytical prior-based methods,
although the PWLS-EP method is substantially inferior to the
PWLS-ULTRA method, the performance (i.e., RMSE, SNR,
SSIM) gap between the EP based SUPER and ULTRA based
SUPER is much smaller than that between the standalone
PWLS-EP and PWLS-ULTRA methods. ULTRA-based SU-
PER schemes do outperform EP-based schemes overall, indi-
cating that unsupervised learning approaches provide benefits
over conventional mathematical priors.
The superiority of SUPER learning is also reflected in the
averaged (over all test slices) reconstruction quality metrics
shown in Table I. In Table I, we observe that among WavRes-
Net based methods, SUPER-WRN-ULTRA achieve the best
RMSE, SNR and SSIM values. Both SUPER-WRN-EP and
SUPER-WRN-ULTRA provide significantly improved perfor-
mance compared to the standalone (WavResNet, EP, ULTRA)
components. In particular, SUPER-WRN-ULTRA achieves
9.8 HU and 7.0 HU better average RMSE over WavResNet and
PWLS-ULTRA, respectively, and SUPER-WRN-EP achieves
8.6 HU and 15.8 HU better average RMSE comapred to
WavResNet and PWLS-EP, respectively. A similar trend is ob-
served with FBPConvNet-based SUPER methods. Specifically,
SUPER-FCN-ULTRA achieves average RMSE improvements
of 4.3 HU and 7.5 HU over FBPConvNet and PWLS-ULTRA,
respectively, and SUPER-FCN-EP achieves average RMSE
improvements of 3.3 HU and 15.5 HU respectively, compared
to FBPConvNet and PWLS-EP.
C. Visual Results and Comparisons
Fig. 2 shows a test example reconstructed using various
methods. We observe that PWLS-EP reduces the severe noise
and streak artifacts observed in the low-dose FBP images, and
the transform learning-based method PWLS-ULTRA further
suppresses noise and reconstructs more details of the image
such as the zoom-in areas. However, both methods have
some blurry artifacts. The standalone FBPConvNet method
heavily removes noise and streak artifacts, while introducing
several artificial features (e.g., feature indicated by the arrow
in the top-right box in Fig. 2). WavResNet denoises the image
without introducing artifical features, but still retains some
streaks around image boundaries and blurs some details (e.g.,
feature indicated by the arrow in the bottom-left box in Fig. 2).
Compared to these methods, the proposed SUPER methods
(SUPER-WRN-EP, SUPER-WRN-ULTRA, SUPER-FCN-EP,
and SUPER-FCN-ULTRA) improve the reconstruction quality
in terms of removing noise and artifacts, and recovering details
more precisely. Another example comparison is included in the
supplement (Fig. 9).
Fig. 3 illustrates the image evolution over SUPER layers
(i.e., with evolving network weights in the iterative recon-
struction process) for one test case, when using SUPER-
WRN-ULTRA. It is apparent that in the early SUPER layers,
the proposed SUPER-WRN-ULTRA method mainly removes
noise and artifacts, while later SUPER layers mainly recon-
struct details such as the bone structures shown in the zoom-
in box. A similar behaviour is observed with FBPConvNet-
based SUPER methods, which are shown in the supplement
(Figs. 11 and 12).
D. Effect of Regularization Parameter µ in SUPER Models
Here, we study further the effect of the supervised learning-
based regularizer weight µ on reconstruction performance.
Table II shows the average RMSE (over test slices) of re-
constructions for different choices of µ during training and
during reconstruction. The µ = 0 case here corresponds to
not having an explicit network-based regularizer term, but
the iterative reconstruction algorithm is re-initialized with
x = Gθ(l)(xˆ
(l−1)
θ(l−1)(y)) in each SUPER layer. This is different
from just a conventional PWLS algorithm, where learned
networks are not used. Our experimental results in Table II
show that using the supervised learning-based regularizer in
iterative reconstruction (i.e., µ 6= 0) provides the best recon-
struction performance. For example, in the SUPER-WRN-EP
case, using µ = 5e4 in both training and testing leads to
around 0.6 HU lower RMSE than using µ = 0 in training and
testing (and using supervised learned network re-initializations
[33]). In the SUPER-WRN-ULTRA case, using µ = 5e5 in
training and testing improves the RMSE by 0.1 HU compared
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Fig. 2: Reconstructions of slice 100 from patient L192 using various methods. The display window is [800 1200] HU.
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Fig. 3: Image evolution over SUPER layers using the SUPER-
WRN-ULTRA method. RMSE values are also indicated.
to the aforementioned µ = 0 setting. Another observation
is that using the same µ during training and testing usually
works better than using mismatched µ values. There is an
exception when µ = 0 is used during training. In this
case, using an explicit network regularizer with appropriate
(positive) weighting at reconstruction time works better, i.e.,
it is better to work with the proposed combined priors during
reconstruction. In the SUPER-WRN-EP and SUPER-WRN-
ULTRA cases, the mean RMSE over 20 test slices is 0.3 HU
better with appropriate nonzero µ at testing time compared to
the µ = 0 setting used during training. Section VII.D in the
supplement shows a similar behavior for FBPConvNet-based
SUPER models.
Fig. 4 plots the mean RMSE values over the number of
SUPER layers for various choices of (common) µ during
training and testing. The RMSE values converge quickly in
all cases, with nonzero values of µ leading to lower RMSE
values than µ = 0 (which concurs with Table II). ULTRA-
based SUPER especially achieves bigger drops in RMSE in
TABLE II: Mean reconstruction RMSE (HU) over 20 test
slices using different µ values during training/testing in
WavResNet-based SUPER.
(a) SUPER-WRN-EP
Train
Test
µ = 0 µ = 5e4 µ = 1e6
µ = 0 27.3 27.0 78.7
µ = 5e4 27.8 26.7 45.3
µ = 1e6 31.2 30.3 26.6
(b) SUPER-WRN-ULTRA
Train
Test
µ = 0 µ = 5e5 µ = 1e8
µ = 0 25.5 25.2 44.5
µ = 5e5 26.0 25.4 41.2
µ = 1e8 29.6 28.3 26.3
early SUPER layers compared to EP-based SUPER.
E. Special Cases of SUPER Models
We now present experiments on some special cases of
SUPER.
1) Sequential Supervised Networks
Sequential supervised networks are a special case of the
SUPER model with µ→∞ in (P0). This is equivalent to deep
networks connected in sequence and learned in a supervised
and greedy manner, with the initial image passed through the
sequence of deep models to obtain a reconstruction, with no
MBIR components involved. We refer to the sequential super-
vised networks formed with the FBPConvNet and WavResNet
architectures for the individual networks as seq-FCN and seq-
WRN, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of mean RMSE
(over test slices) in seq-FCN and seq-WRN over the num-
ber of networks (SUPER layers) connected sequentially. The
sequential supervised networks underperform the proposed
SUPER methods (with WRN or FCN, and EP or ULTRA)
by around 6 HU, which indicates that the unified optimization
approach incorporating data-fidelity terms and various priors
can dramatically improve the reconstruction quality over deep
networks in sequence.
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Fig. 4: Mean RMSE (over test slices) comparisons among the
proposed SUPER methods, and seq-WRN or seq-FCN, where
the WavRestNet and FBPConvNet architectures are repeated
(x-axis indicates number of times repeated) or connected in
sequence.
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Fig. 5: Reconstructed images of slice 150 of patient L192
using of FBP, PWLS-ULTRA, FBPConvNet, SUPER-FCN-
DataTerm, and SUPER-FCN-ULTRA, respectively, shown
along with the reference.
2) SUPER with Data-fidelity only cost
To further explore the different special cases of SUPER,
here we empirically validate the relative effect of the data-
fidelity term used in (P0) by setting β = µ = 0. This is
similar to the µ = 0 case in Section IV-D, but the regularizer
R(x) is also dropped here. In particular, at reconstruction time,
the initial FBP image is passed through networks learned in
a supervised manner, each time followed by few iterations
of descent on the data-fidelity cost, which enforces data
consistency in conjunction with the supervised learning-based
network. Fig. 5 shows reconstructions using FBPConvNet,
SUPER-FCN-DataTerm (i.e., β = µ = 0), PWLS-ULTRA,
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Fig. 6: RMSE (box plots showing the spread over 20 test
slices) over super layers for SUPER-WRN-EP and SUPER-
WRN-ULTRA.
and SUPER-FCN-ULTRA, respectively. For SUPER-FCN-
DataTerm, when optimizing the data-fidelity term, we start
with the deep network’s output and ran 5 iterations for
the data-fidelity term to avoid overfitting to the analytical
FBP images. In Fig. 5, obviously, FBPConvNet significantly
suppresses noise and artifacts compared to PWLS-ULTRA,
but it also over-smooths many details (e.g., features in the
zoom-in box) in the reconstruction. SUPER-FCN-DataTerm,
by enforcing data consistency, helps reduce overfitting issues
and reconstructs image details and tissue boundaries better
compared to the standalone FBPConvNet. Our SUPER-FCN-
ULTRA method, however, exploits richer prior information
(via the union of learned sparsifying transforms) and ex-
plicit network regularizer and outperforms the SUPER-FCN-
DataTerm approach. Additional such comparisons for other
selected test slices are included in the supplement (Fig. 13).
The supplement (Section VII.F) also explores the special
case of SUPER with β = 0 and µ 6= 0, which corresponds
to only having data-fidelity and network regularizer terms but
not the unsupervised regularizer R(x). This setup corresponds
to a generalized block coordinate descent-based network by
replacing a simple denoising autoencoder [26]–[28] with a
general CNN that forms our supervised regularizer. We show
in the supplement (Fig. 14) that WavResNet-based SUPER
with β = 0 and a proper choice of µ can achieve better re-
sults than SUPER-WRN-EP, but is worse than SUPER-WRN-
ULTRA. This reflects the benefit of combining both supervised
and unsupervised learning (ULTRA) in the proposed unified
framework.
F. Convergence Behavior of SUPER Methods
Fig. 6 shows that the RMSE values of SUPER-WRN-EP and
SUPER-WRN-ULTRA decrease and converge quickly over
SUPER layers for reconstructing the test slices. A similar
behavior is observed for FBPConvNet based SUPER models.
We also show the convergence of the cost at reconstruction
time (i.e., (P0)) for two test slices. Both results are shown in
the supplement (Section VII.G).
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a mathematical framework for uni-
fied supervised and unsupervised learning, dubbed SUPER,
for low-dose X-ray CT image reconstruction. The proposed
SUPER framework combines physics-based forward models,
statistical models of measurements and noise, machine learned
models, and analytical image models in a common frame-
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work. Regularizers based on both supervised and unsuper-
vised learning are jointly incorporated into model-based image
reconstruction formulations and algorithms. We proposed an
efficient approximate algorithm for learning the proposed
SUPER model. We studied four example SUPER methods by
combining the FBPConvNet and WavResNet architectures for
the supervised learning-based regularizer, and edge-preserving
and union of learned transforms models for the analytical or
unsupervised learning-based regularizer. We also performed
ablation studies of the SUPER model and demonstrated that
using the proposed mixture of models and priors in SUPER
helps improve the reconstruction quality in terms of reducing
noise and artifacts and reconstructing structural details. In
future work, we plan to study further the algorithms as well as
their convergence theory for the proposed unified (fixed point
or bilevel optimization based) training formulations, and will
apply SUPER methods in other imaging modalities.
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VII. ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. SNR and SSIM Comparisons
We have shown the RMSE spread over 20 test cases using
different methods in the main paper (Fig. 2). Here, we show
the SNR and SSIM variations over these test cases in Fig. 7
and Fig. 8, respectively. Both figures show the superiority
of the proposed SUPER methods compared to standalone
supervised and unsupervised methods in terms of robustness
and numerical improvements.
Methods
SN
R 
(dB
)
Fig. 7: SNR spread (shown using box plots) over 20 test cases
using different methods. Here, “wrn” stands for WavResNet,
“fcn” stands for FBPConvNet.
Methods
SS
IM
Fig. 8: SSIM spread (shown using box plots) over 20 test cases
using different methods. Here, “wrn” stands for WavResNet,
“fcn” stands for FBPConvNet.
B. Visual Results of SUPER
Fig. 2 of our main paper compared the reconstructions
with various methods for one test sample. Here, Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10 show another two sets of comparisons for slice 100
and slice 150 of patient L067. Particularly, Fig. 10 shows
reconstructions with the most corrupted measurement data in
the test set, wherein both standalone iterative (unsupervised)
methods PWLS-EP and PWLS-ULTRA have limited perfor-
mance. The proposed methods (SUPER-FCN-EP, SUPER-
WRN-EP, SUPER-FCN-ULTRA, and SUPER-WRN-ULTRA)
significantly reduce noise and artifacts, and improve the edge
sharpness in the soft tissues and bones compared to other
competing methods.
C. Image Evolution over SUPER Layers with FBPConvNet-
based Methods
We show examples of image evolution across SUPER layers
using SUPER-FCN-ULTRA in Fig. 11, and using SUPER-
FCN-EP in Fig. 12, respectively. Both examples indicate that
early SUPER layers strongly suppress noise and artifacts,
while later SUPER layers help with reconstructing detailed
structures.
D. Influence of µ Choice for FBPConvNet-based SUPER
Table III shows that choosing the same µ value (i.e., the
weight for the regularizer involving the deep CNN learned
in a supervised manner) during training and testing is quite
effective.
TABLE III: Mean RMSE of 20 test slices using different µ
values in FBPConvNet based SUPER.
(a) SUPER-FCN-EP
train
test
µ = 0 µ = 5e4 µ = 5e5
µ = 0 26.74 27.00 59.94
µ = 5e4 27.28 25.96 41.04
µ = 5e5 30.18 29.33 26.28
(b) SUPER-FCN-ULTRA
train
test
µ = 0 µ = 5e5 µ = 5e6
µ = 0 25.32 25.30 29.53
µ = 5e4 25.27 25.23 28.25
µ = 5e6 26.27 26.20 25.13
E. SUPER with Only Data-Fidelity Cost
Section IV.E 2 of our manuscript shows reconstructions of
one test sample (slice 150 of patient L192) using FBPConvNet,
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Fig. 9: Reconstructions of slice 100 from patient L067 using various methods. The display window is [800 1200] HU.
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Fig. 10: Reconstructions of slice 150 from patient L067 using various methods. The display window is [800 1200] HU.
SUPER-FCN-DataTerm, PWLS-ULTRA, and SUPER-FCN-
ULTRA. Fig. 13 shows the comparisons for another test slice.
We observe the similar phenomenon as in the main paper
that SUPER-FCN-DataTerm outperforms the standalone FBP-
ConvNet method and PWLS-ULTRA method, while the un-
supervised regularizer involved SUPER-FCN-ULTRA method
further improves the reconstruction qualities.
F. SUPER without Unsupervised Regularizer (β = 0, µ 6= 0)
Fig. 14 shows the effect of the unsupervised ULTRA
model in the SUPER scheme. The full SUPER-WRN-ULTRA
scheme provides a lower RMSE and better quality of image
features than the corresponding version with β = 0 that
only exploits the supervised learned regularizer without the
unsupervised component.
G. Convergence Behavior of SUPER Reconstruction
We have shown in Fig. 6 in the manuscript the convergence
behavior in terms of RMSE of test slices using WavResNet
based SUPER. Here, Fig. 15 demonstrates the similar RMSE
convergence behavior using FBPConvNet based SUPER. We
also plot the ULTRA involved iterative module costs at the
end iteration of each SUPER layer, i.e., the cost value in (P0)
of each SUPER layer, in Fig. 16. In these two test examples,
the nonconvex cost function decreases quickly during initial
SUPER layers and vary only slightly in later layers for both
SUPER-WRN-ULTRA and SUPER-FCN-ULTRA methods.
The same behavior happens to other test samples as well. This
indicates that our proposed algorithm can achieve convergent
results even with nonconvex cost functions.
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Fig. 11: Image evolution over SUPER layers using SUPER-
FCN-ULTRA method.
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Fig. 12: Image evolution over SUPER layers using SUPER-
FCN-EP method.
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Fig. 13: Reconstructed images of L067 slice20 using
FBP, PWLS-ULTRA, FBPConvNet, SUPER-FCN-DataTerm,
SUPER-FCN-ULTRA, and the reference image, respectively.
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Fig. 14: Reconstructed images of L192 slice150 of WavRes-
Net, SUPER-WRN-β = 0, SUPER-WRN-ULTRA, and the
reference image, respectively.
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Fig. 15: RMSE spread of 20 test slices over SUPER layers of
the SUPER-FCN-EP and SUPER-FCN-ULTRA algorithms.
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(d) Slice 100 of patient L192
Fig. 16: ULTRA-based reconstruction cost function (P0) plot-
ted over the SUPER layers of SUPER-WRN-ULTRA (first and
second row) and SUPER-FCN-ULTRA (third and fourth row),
when reconstructing two selected test slices.
